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HOD’s Message
Welcome to April 2019 Newsletter!

Your support to the everyday operations of the department is indeed astounding! Opportunities have driven the department to improve to 

always do better! The 3rd general sta� meeting held this month had shown the immensity of achievements of each specialization. The IT Depart-

ment is geared towards quality education; hence, ensuring that both the sta� as well as the students are appreciative of the bene�ts of life-long 

learning. The commitment of the sta� to extend innovative ways and techniques in their instruction and assessment empowers the students’ 

learning!

The department’s mutual relationship with the industry such as CISCO and Oracle continue to grow. The industries are helpful 

linkages to ensure that the curriculum of the department is globally competitive. In collaboration with such industries, activi-

ties are set to ensure that students and sta� are within the loop of most-current technologies. 

Congratulations to the sta� and students of the IT Department for these humble achievements! Other stakeholders such 

as the industry play a vital role in the department’s continued growth. 

Dr. Huda Al-Shuaily
Head of IT Department
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OMAN TECHCAMP 2019: INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES FOR FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS

Dr. Huda Al-Shuaily
Head of IT Department

TechCamp is a U.S. State Department initiative that began in 

2010 as a way to connect private sector tech experts with key 

populations abroad.  Since 2010, the U.S. State Department has 

supported more than 60 TechCamps, training more than 3,200 

participants from more than 110 countries.  

TechCamp Oman held on March 1 to 2, 2019 was the �rst Tech-

Camp in Oman titled “Innovative Strategies for Future Entre-

preneurs.” It was a U.S. Embassy initiative in partnership with 

Knowledge Oman and Information Technology Authority (ITA) 

collaborated with Sultan Qaboos University (SQU) to strengten 

linkages between students, entrepreneurs, and businesses in 

Oman by focusing on the power of technology to solve 

real-world problems and drive economic growth. 

The event  gathered world-class professional technology train-

ers and the program was designed to emphasize a skills-based 

curriculum that addresses private sector needs. It was a 

hands-on two-day event where participants interacted with 

world-class trainers to gain critical thinking skills, tech-savvy, 

and ability to innovate, survive, and thrive in the market. Partic-

ipants were university students and young job seekers interest-

ed in entrepreneurship. 

Apart from International trainers, Dr. Vinu Sherimon and Dr. 

Tripti Sharma from IT Department, HCT were invited in the 

Techcamp event. On the �rst day of the event, it started with 

registration and Networking followed by opening and ice 

breaker activities from International presenters. After General 

speed-geeking sessions, two (2) parallel breakout sessions 

were hosted by Dr. Vinu and Dr. Tripti. 

Dr. Vinu facilitated a hands-on workshop on Blockchain Tech-

nology with its applicability in di�erent areas. Dr. Tripti demon-

strated some IoT applications and discussed how the integra-

tion of IoT technology with di�erent business processes will 

improve business operations to gain more pro�t and overall 

economic growth. On the second day of the event, breakout 

sessions were facilitated by International Trainers. The event 

was ended with closing remarks and distribution of certi�cates   

to the participants and trainers by the Honorable US Ambassa-

dor to Sultanate of  Oman, Mr.  Marc J. Sievers.***

The Mathematics Specialization Committee of the Ministry of 

Manpower had its �rst Inter-Collegiate Sta� Development 

workshop entitled “An Introduction to R Programming” on 

March 5, 2019, Tuesday from 10AM to 1PM at Administration 

Building, Lab N419. This was made possible in coordination 

between the IT Departments of Higher College of Technology 

and Al Mussanah College of Technology.

R is a programming language and free software environment 

for statistical computing and graphics supported by the R 

Foundation for Statistical Computing. The R language is widely 

used among statisticians and data miners for developing statis-

tical software. In Colleges of Technology, this is the software 

that is encouraged to be used in teaching Probability and 

Statistics Course for IT specialization. The workshop’s main 

objective was to primarily train the lecturers in using R 

language and how to deliver it to their future students in any of 

the statistics courses.
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WORKSHOP ON INTRODUCTION TO R-PROGRAMMING



π DAY: INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY
The resource person, Dr. Dheva Rajan S., Mathematics Lecturer 

from Al Mussanah College of Technology demonstrated practi-

cal activities on writing and teaching R language for teaching 

Statistics course. The said workshop was attended by twen-

ty-two (22) sta� from di�erent Colleges of Technology in the 

Sultanate. ***

The Turnitin Training was conducted by the E-Learning Com-

mittee of the department, facilitated by Ms. Ronette Rabanal 

and assisted by Ms. Nomilyn Simon and Mr. Ruel Michael 

Gilbang, last March 14, 2019.

 The said training projected awareness in plagiarism detection 

and prevention. The members of IT  council encouraged the 

sta� to use the Turnitin service in the E-Learning portal to 

check student’s submitted papers or assignments‘ originality 

against internet sources, other student submissions, academic 

databases and more. Turnitin is a powerful and versatile tool 

that can provide students the resources to produce more 

academically sound writing and profound writing as it shows 

originality report which deter the plagiarism.

The trainers were able to: Explain the basics of how to use 

Turnitin, create a Turnitin assignment, Show and Identify the 

di�erent ways Turnitin can be used, Upload an assignment to 

Turnitin. Access the students’ assignments and lastly, view 

Turnitin’s Originality reports. ***

 

 

           

The Math Section, IT Department of Higher College of Technol-

ogy celebrated the International Day of Mathematics in collab-

oration with Oman Mathematics Committee and Sultan 

Qaboos University at Sultan Qaboos University under the 

patronage of Her Excellency Dr. Mona Salem Al Jardani, Under-

Secretary at the Ministry of Manpower for Technical Education 

and Vocational Training, on March 14, 2019.

Dr. Magda Talib Al Hinai, Chair of Oman Mathematics Commit-

tee explained the various activities planned on integration of 

technology in math education. Dr. Saad Salman Ahmad (HoS 

Math Section, HCT) gave a talk that highlighted the challenges 

in teaching math in the era of technological advancements. Dr. 

Huda Al-Shuaili (HoD, IT Department, HCT) gave a keynote 

address on the role of mathematics in the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution”.

Dr. Abraham Varghese conducted a workshop on “Teaching 

and learning calculus with Open Software GeoGebra”. The 

members Dr. Madusudana Rao, Ms. Ranjini S. Nair, Dr. Bushra 

Hibras Al Sulaimi and Ms. Helen Anitha Rani X extended the 

support for the workshop. Mr. Xavier Raja, Dr. Ibrahim Sajath 

and Mr. Shajidmon Kolamban conducted a Math Quiz for the 

9th grade students which consists of written and oral 

rounds.***
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WORKSHOP ON INTRODUCTION TO TURNITIN

Founded in 1988 at the Exploratorium, Pi (π) Day has become an 
international holiday, celebrated live and online all around the world. 
The numbers in the date (3/14) match the first three digits of the 

mathematical constant pi (π). 
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Raiar Technologies is one of the most innovative companies in 

the Middle East with o�ces in the Sultanate of Oman, United 

Arab Emirates, India and Germany. It is a creative technology 

company with an outstanding team of experts who build 

world-class AR/VR solutions.  Raiar Technologies have become 

the Sultanate’s �rst Unity Authorized Training Partner after 

signing an agreement with KnowledgePoint Connect – Unity 

Learning Services Distributor in Europe, Middle East and Africa.

Raiar Technologies in collaboration with the IT Department, 

Higher Collge of Technology organized a seminar on Unity and 

its potential which   was   presented by Unity representatives 

from the UK. The talk comprised of presentation, live demonstra-

tions and question-answer session covering Unity Game Engine, 

Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR).

The presentation took place on March 19, 2019 in the free access 

lab N419 and was attended by all the students studying comput-

er graphics, students who developed their course projects using 

Unity Game engine and all other students who showed interest 

in Unity Game Engine. 

Unity is a cross-platform game engine developed by Unity Tech-

nologies, �rst announced and released in June 2005 at Apple 

Inc.'s Worldwide Developers Conference as a Mac OS X-exclusive 

game engine. As of 2018, the engine had been extended to 

support more than 25 platforms. The engine can be used to 

create three-dimensional, two-dimensional, virtual reality, and 

augmented reality games, as well as simulations and other expe-

riences. Angry Birds 2, Pokémon Go, Monument Valley (1 & 2)  

were all developed on the Unity Engine. 

At the end of the presentation, the students experienced   a 

live demonstration of VR and AR applications made with 

unity. The presentation was attended by a large number of 

students (especially Female students). Mr. Rickard Lautrup, 

Program Manager, KnowledgePoint Connect and the 

presentation team commented later that they have gone 

back with one of the biggest surprises of their life by 

witnessing women in IT stats of Oman.***

Cyberwar Hackathon-Capture the Flag (CFG) event was held  

on March17-19, 2019 at Oman Convention & Exhibition 

Center, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman as part of COMEX Tech-

nology.

One of the activities in this event was Cyberwar Hackathon 

competition which involved solving challenges in cyber 

security. Two (2) Internet and E-Security students joined the 

competition titled “Cyberwar Hackathon”, accompanied and 

mentored by Mr. Ajith Vathakat Abraham, lecturer from 

Internet and E-Security Specialization.

Ms. Isra Mohammed Khalid Al Rawahi  and Ms. Maha Majid 

Nasser Al Bussidi from IES specialization, were among the 

top scorers in the said competition. 

The program "Capture The Flag" was a carefully designed 

hacking game with over 100 of participants in Oman 

Convention & Exhibition Center (OCEC). The event was live. 

The challenge was a live cyber battle�eld entitled "Capture 

The Flag", a competition that is comprised of four (4 ) styles, 

ten (10) stages and with approximately ten (10) levels each, 

totaling upto one hundred (100) levels (1st being easiest 

and 100th being the toughest). Each of the levels were tech-

nical and intensive, they were articulated and designed by 

real hackers across the world, to bring to the table their 

skillsets. 

The scores of the best performing individuals and teams 

were shown on a live leadership board. 

CYBERWAR HACKATHON - CAPTURE THE FLAG

UNITY TECHNOLOGIES MEETS HCT-IT STUDENTS



the public and private sectors, and the academic sector 

among all governorates of the Sultanate to support the 

development of innovation.

The proposals will be evaluated in three (3) phases. In Phase 

1, the best �ve (5) innovative proposals from each center will 

be awarded �nancial prizes. In Phase 2, the best two (2) 

prototypes from each center will be given �nancial prizes, 

and phase 3 includes �nancial prizes for the best three (3) 

innovative projects in national level and an incubation 

opportunity at Innovation Park Muscat.

Out of one hundred forty-four (144) proposals, thirty (30) 

proposals were selected from Muscat region to compete in 

Phase I. Among these thirty (30), four (4) proposals were from 

HCT-IT Department. Three (3) proposals were from the facul-

ty, Dr. Huda Salim Al Shuaily, Dr. Abdul Rahiman, and Mr. 

Imad Salim Al Barwani, and one (1) proposal from the 

student, Athraa Salim Khalfan Al-Hadidi. Out of the thirty (30) 

proposals selected from Muscat region, seven (7) proposals 

won Phase I and entered into Phase 2. Interestingly, out of 

these seven (7) innovative proposals, two (2) were from 

HCT-IT department by Dr.Huda Salim Al Shuaily and Athraa 

Salim Khalfan Al-Hadidi. 

OCCI awarding was held on April 1, 2019 in Multi-purpose 

Hall, Higher College of Technology.***

Ministry of Manpower organized a competition among all its 

technical colleges and institutes to use their open data to 

develop smart applications that utilize the open data to 

produce a solution for national issue.

The following sta�  Mr. Mohammed Al-Ajmi, Mr. Gregorio 

dela Cruz Jr. and Ms. Samira Al Mamari mentored and trained 

the following students: Loay Al Habsi, Budoor Al Saidi, Rahma 

Al Mamari, Fatma Al Balushi who participated in the competi-

tion titled “Open Data Hackaton 2019”  held last April 21 to 

24, 2019 in Ministry of Manpower, Multi-purpose Hall. 
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Ms. Isra Mohammed Khalid Al Rawahi, shared her experiences 

about the Cyber-War Hakathon. The Hackthon includes four (4) 

di�erent parts as follows: Web Hacking, OS Hacking, Forensics 

and Defense. Each part included three (3) stages and each stage 

had ten (10) questions. Most of the questions were based on 

scenario and practical implementation. Unfortunately, due to 

lack of time, the team focused on Web Hacking, and was not 

able to join the other scope of Cyber-War Hakathon.

Ms. Isra Mohammed Khalid Al Rawahi was very ecstatic and 

grateful that she joined and competed. She believed that the 

competition helped her and was an eye opener. She also noted 

that most of the questions in the competition were grasped 

from the theoretical concepts and practical studies that were 

taught, practiced and instilled by the IES Lecturers from the 

HCT-IT Department.

She also thought of attending COMEX 2020 and encouraged 

her fellow students to join the forthcoming COMEX 2020. It is 

bene�cial and substantial to gain enormous knowledge.***

The Research Council (TRC) and Oman Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry (OCCI) initiated OCCI Innovation Award 2019 to 

stimulate and adopt innovative ideas of citizens and residents 

in the �eld of science and technology. The Award seeks to 

encourage and promote cooperation and partnership among 

all components of society from individuals, institutions of both 

[Continued from page 3]

OCCI INNOVATION AWARD 2019

OPEN DATA HACKATHON COMPETITION 2019



The following day was the NetAcad Instructor Day Celebration 

that was attended by more than 170 Academy Instructors, 

CISCO ITC Trainers and with Special Guest, with the CISCO 

System Partners, Mr. Shukri Eid Atari who is the Managing 

Director of East Region, CISCO Middle East, CISCO System and 

Mr. Ahmed Elkalbany Middle East Corporate A�airs Regional, 

Manager, CISCO System. All participants were given CISCO 

NetAcad updates and the Emerging Technology –with REST 

APIs using WebEx Teams by Mr. Semyon Sovsyann - the CISCO 

Net Acad Technical Manager for Western Europe and UK as the 

event resource speaker.

During the Oman NetAcad Instructor Day, Cisco System 

presented the latest awards that HCT-Muscat received from 

CISCO global Corporate A�airs, and HCT-Instructor Training 

Center (ITC) was awarded as Premier ITCs in 2018-2019 as part 

of the launch of the ITC Rewards program.  HCT-ITC demon-

strates outstanding results in instructor training, satisfaction, 

and leadership that quali�es HCT-Muscat to receive rewards 

through the program.

The students  con�dently competed. The coaches (Mr. Moham-

med Al-Ajmi and Mr. Gregorio dela Cruz Jr.) prepared, nurtured 

and equipped the students with in-depth knowledge and skills 

responding to the project requirements and criteria. 

The students landed the �rst place, the overall champion in the 

said competition. IT Department is truly proud of you! Kudos to 

the students and coaches for such marvelous achievement!!!***

The Higher College of Technology (HCT) has celebrated its 15 

years of being an Academy and Partnership with CISCO. 

HCT-Muscat is the only Academy Support Center and Instructor 

Training Center in the Sultanate of Oman delivering the neces-

sary support and trainings across thirty-three (33) Schools, 

Colleges and Universities.

As part of the celebration, the HCT-Muscat conducted a 2-day 

event called Oman NetAcad Student and Instructor Days  last 

24th and 25th April 2019. The celebration started with the 

NetAcad Student Day where 423 students from di�erent CISCO 

Academies from the entire Sultanate registered to the Network 

Programmability – Emerging Technology Workshop last 24 April 

2019. CISCO System-Oman provided their Telepresence CISCO 

devices to help the event to be Telecasted to as far as Salalah 

College of Technology, Nizwa College of Technology, Al Musan-

na College of Technology and Shinas College of Technology. 
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HCT WITH NETACAD CISCO ON ITS 15th PRODUCTIVE YEAR



Moreover, last October 2018, HCT-Muscat was also awarded as 

the Premier Academy Support Center which HCT-ASC demon-

strated incredible results in student growth at their supported 

academies as well as outstanding customer service and leader-

ship in their regions. And Now HCT- Muscat gathered both satis-

faction for being the Academy Support Center and Instructor 

Training Center as both Premier Awardee in Cisco Networking 

Academy in EMERA (Europe Middle East Russia and Africa) 

region.***

On behalf of the Colleges of Technology (CoTs), the Ministry of 

Manpower, organized the second “Academia and Industry Meet-

ing- IT” on 24th April 2019, 8:00 am, at Oman Tourism College, 

Muscat.

The main objective of this workshop was to review the Informa-

tion Technology programs and get experts’ feedback on the 

skills our students are expected to have. 

The workshop also aimed to:

Strengthen the relationship between industries and CoTs;

Ensure that IT programs o�ered by CoTs are aligned with IT 

sector’s requirements;

Ensure that the IT graduates of the CoTs satisfy the needs 

of the current and future labour market;

Discuss strategies to reduce the proportion of job seekers 

in the �elds of Information Technology.

Several academic experts, Industry experts, alumni, sta� 

members of various CoTs, and students attended the work-

shop. The discussions were carried out as per the �ve (5) 

di�erent specializations. Later the comments and recommen-

dations were summarized by the subcommittee heads. ***

A whole-hearted welcome to the newly-joined lecturer Dr. 

Sha�que Ahamad, Math Section who joined the IT Depart-

ment on March 10, 2019.***

The following events to look forward to on the next issue are 

the following:

Department Specialization’s Achievements ;

Blue Gri�on Workshop; and

The 1st National Student Symposium IR 4.0

UPCOMING EVENTS... 
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2ND ACADEMIA & INDUSTRY MEETING WORKSHOP

WELCOMING NEWLY-JOINED STAFF 

Only those who attempt the 
absurd can achieve the impossible.

- Albert Einstein



ALUMNI CORNER
“I am Sulaiman Al Shaqsi, currently working as CPF Security 

Team Lead at BP Khazzan Field. Being responsible of Oman’s 

biggest Plant wouldn’t be possible without the collection of 

pre-working experiences gained through my years in HCT 

2007-2013. During my years of education, HCT had always 

encouraged me to join di�erent groups and activities which  

revealed many opportunities for me to be ready to join 

Oman’s workforce. And that would had not been possible 

without the practical knowledge and other non-academic 

skills gained in years of study. I have always admired the envi-

ronment that HCT provides, an environment that empowers 

raw ideas and the concept of believing in youth. 

By my last year of studying in HCT, I had been already a 

member of 5 groups and participated in more than 11 Activi-

ties including Injaz Sharikati (Junior Achievement Co.), Public 

Speakers Club, Muscat Youth Summit, IT-Biz Group and many 

others. One of unforgettable experiences would be Injaz 

Sharikati competition where I believe I gained the most of my 

pre-work skills and experience and opened my eyes to a lot of 

opportunities besides understanding how corporates are 

found and operated.

If there is a valuable advice that I would like to share, is to 

focus on joining groups and activities as much as to focus on 

academic performance. Gaining academic achievement 

wouldn’t be enough without being able to understand the 

workforce market concept and gaining essential soft-skills 

that would result on being ready to join the workforce 

market.”

 

        

“Focus on the importance of 
activities as much as to focus 

on the value of academic 
performance ” - Sulaiman

Mr. Sulaiman Al Shaqsi
 Alumnus 2013

Information Systems Specialization

ANNOUNCEMENT
HCT-IT Department is pleased to announce and invite everyone 

to the 1st National Student 

Symposium IR 4.0 on 18th of 

June 2019.

This symposium is a 

student-led event where 

students will shine to reveal 

their remarkable capabilities 

in research and innovation. 

Living at the midst of the 

IR4.0 era, the students are de�nitely the champions to revolu-

tionize its technological advancements. Thus, this symposium is 

an open avenue among all students from both public and 

private higher educational institutions across Oman to submit 

their research papers for presentation at the symposium.*** 
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